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Union Future

Uncertain

Thompson Union Awaits Its Fate

Faculty Kills Proposal
by Mike Walsh amended this motion to

include specified rooms for

Several proposals made by each department to hold its

the Order of Gownsmen exams. The Curriculum
concerning final examinations Committee chose to elaborate
have recently come under on this proposal, putting aside

consideration by several alternative suggestions,

faculty-student committees, On Tuesday, February 5, the
and some tentative conclusions Committee presented in

have been reached. finalized form

the

motion was According to this plan

rse student would know
final preregistration when a cour
Price examination would be gi\

Dorm Hours Poll
by Barbara Sanders incomplete and some were

incomprehensible, the
The purpose of the opinion percentages given for the

answers to the three questions

are accurate. Any questions

about the poll can be answered
by^the Standards and Privileges

Committee of the Order of
Gownsmen.

We hope to draw up an
acceptable proposal for the

implementation of a new
process that would give the

students a stronger voice in

their choices for dormitory
hours. If anyone would like to

give this committee suggestion

pertaining to "hours," please

send them to Barbara Sanders,

this would be particularly

useful in multi-section courses.

At the end of the semester,

each professor would make up

examinations, put them in

envelopes, and deliver them to

the main department office.

take their exam into a

designated room, returning the

test to the department office

after completing it.

The proposal was narrowly

defeated, primarily because, as

Dean of the College .Stephen

Puckette said, it was "too
complex" and involved

"tactical problems." Dr.

Puckette explained that he
(tout, on page 5)

by Kathy Kellermann

The new Bishop's Common,
with its completion sometime
this spring or summer, will

feature a new post office and
snack shop, thus eliminating

two major functions of the

Thompson Union. In

anticipation of the opening of

suggestions concerning the

future of the Union are

presently being considered.

The committee of the

Future Use of Thompson
Union, established for this

purpose, discussed the various

ideas and proposals submitted

to them and formulated a list

of three recommended courses

of action. This report in turn,

will be submitted to the

Vice-Chancellor, J. Jefferson

Bennett, to aid him in his final

consideration of the matter.

The first possibilty is to

convert the Union into a new
home for the fire and police

departments, where they will

be less subject to weather

problems. The space which
these departments now occupy
could be devoted to the

expansion of the Fine Arts and

Music departments. This would
also serve as an opportunity to

rid the university of the great

asphalt eyesore presently

existing between Carnegie Hall,

and Woods Lab, possibly

turning this area into a park.

Mr. Thad Marsh, Provost, feels

My
iu\

vhat this idea

be "unfeasible" financially.

On the other hand, though,

the committee feels that

perhaps an academic usage

should have a high priority in

consideration of this matter,

since a recent construction, the

new Common, has already

been devoted to recreational

activity. The building could

possibly be donated to the

Music Department for its

expansion needs and the

theater as a recital hall.

Thirdly, this space could be

used as an art center. However,

it is thought that the need of

the former is greater, as the

Fine Arts Department will

publications II move their

i third floor of

A proposal by Christopher

Paine, representing Sewanee
Arts and the Human Ecology
Committee was submitted too

late for the consideration by
the Committee, but will be

sent along to the

sisting of faculty, student

Hatchett(of the

dormitory
hours was to gain an awareness
about how the student body
wants to live at Sewanee. The
results of this poll certainly

indicated the hopes, as well as

the frustrations, of the
students who participated. A
total of 762 students, or 79.3%
of the students now attending
Sewanee, gave their opinions
°n the question of dormitory
hours on 1 February and on 4
February. This was an
outstanding response indicating
the importance of the
question.

Admissions Continues Efforts

The ! of the
Though some polls were poll:

QUESTION 1: Would you
favor having dorms where the All Students YES NO
residents as a whole establish Ql 85% 15%
'heir hours and rules? Q2 71% 29%

Q3 18% 82%
QUESTION 2: Would youl

YES NO
set hours for visitation? Ql 85% 15%

Q2 79% 21%

QUESTION 3: Would you
Q3 13% 87%

rather have all dorms retain
Female YES

(Meaning, hours from 12 noon
Ql
Q2

83%
58%

17%
42%.

Weekends.) Q3 73%

by Brad Berg

Admissions office efforts

are proceeding well for the

class of '78, scheduled to enter

the College of Arts and

Sciences next fall.

According to the director of

admissions, Al Gooch, this

year's high school seniors have
submitted the third highest

number of applications in

history
in explaining present

admissions proceedures Gooch
said, "We can usually assume
55 to 60 per cent of the people

to whom we issue acceptances

will reply favorably." The
number of openings for male
and female students depends
on the amount of each sex

which graduates, transfers, or

fails out.

The admissions office must
first project the number of
openings and then go through
the applications to notify those

students who are qualified. i ill
•We try to

(Cont on
be fair Are these doors locked to qualified students ?
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Thompson Union:

The Domino Effect

The present controversy on this burgeoning campus
is not unlike a game of dominos. Because the college is

getting only one new building next year and yet is

planning some four facility relocations, there are apt to

be some repercussions down the line. This is the familiar
domino effect.

Thompson Union serves as the focal point for the

controversy. At present, there are at least five major
proposals for the future use of the outmoded union

building. Provost Thad Marsh sees it as a fire house; Dr.

Joseph Running sees it as a music hall; Rev. Archie

Stapelton sees it as a community center; Dr. Edward
Carlos sees it as an art studio; and Sewanee Arts sees it

as its future home.

We are reminded of the familiar poster in Thompson
Union: "Just when we find out where it's at somebody
moves it.

"

The Order of Gownsmen tried to find out "where it's

at" at its last two meetings. But effective action was
prevented by the lack of a quorum at either. The matter
remained unresolved in the governing body, with

student opinion seemingly divided on the union issue.

Meanwhile, the Committee on the Future Use of
Thompson Union submitted a formal recommendation
to Vice Chancellor Bennett. The recommendation called

for the relocation of the fire and police departments in

the union building and the conversion of their present

space into a music department. The recommendation
also called for the creation of a garden mall in the

parking area between Guerry-Cleveland-Carnegie-Woods.

Christopher Paine, of Sewanee Arts, objected

strongly to this proposal, arguing that it would turn the

main quadrangle into the "back door" of the campus.

Paine suggested that Thompson Union be turned over

to Sewanee Arts. According to his proposal, the

Sandwich Shop would become the Outside Inn, the Post

Office would become a Community Lounge, and the

Union Theatre would become the Sewanee Arts theatre.

The entire complex would be run by a full-time general

manager, whose salary would be derived from university

grants, community funds, and general profits.

The repercussions of this proposal were many. The

Fire-Police Department would be housed in a new block

structure adjacent to McCrady Fire Hall. The University

Health Office would be moved to the basement of the

EQB House. And the Sewanee Area Crafts Association

would be located in the basement of Thompson Union.

The domino effect.

One move results in another move. One change

results in another change. The possibilities become

infinite.

Each proposal, however, shares a common flaw.

Someone down the line doesn't like it. Someone gets

rubbed the wrong way.

The Ad Hoc Committee on Thompson Union
Planning has attempted to overcome this flaw. It has

submitted a proposal which purports to satisfy no one.

The proposal consists of six recommendations:

1) Move the Fire and Police Departments to Fulford
Hall so that they will have frontal access to University
Avenue.

2) Move All Saints Chapel to the basement of Guerry
Hall so that it will once again be the center of the
campus.

3) Convert All Saints Chapel into an Arts Center with
ample space for music classes and art studios.

4) Place All Saints Chapel under the management of
Sewanee Arts.

5) Pave the Quadrangle in order to facilitate student
and faculty parking.

6) Retain Thompson Union as a monument to the
Golden Age of Sewanee. — Patrick Bruce Pope

Editor

The Fool on the Hill

Living here is mundane
and sometimes quite
insane. Writing an editorial

called "Fool on the Hill"

is a perfect example of
such an observation. It is

almost demeaning to write

in protest of some trivial

notions introduced by
trivial men. Listen:
Sewanee has been,
Sewanee is, and Sewanee
will be whatever you
conceptualize it to be in

your mind and so on.

Last Thursday was the
day of the monthly Order
of Gownsmen meeting,
and Chuck Emerson was
thoroughly impressive in

his display of ill—humor
which was stimulated by
The Pope Principle which
was created by the present
editor—in—chief of the
Sewanee Purple. For those
of you who are unaware,
the Order of Gownsmen
meetings within within the
past two months have
been filled with
meaningful debate and

by William Ray Folger

threats reminiscent of

those turbulent days

at Columbia University. It

is a shame however that

there was not a quorum at

the last two meetings so

that it could accomplish

anything.

Since this is
my first column, I am
pleased to introduce
another principle, which is

not my own, but that of a

former Sewanee student,
Raoul Mattei. The
following principle appears
in the May 17, 1972
edition of the Sewanee
Purple, page 5. (I am in

that issue too!). Mattei
was describing a pathetic
situation in which some
eloquent sycophants here
introduced a "Golden
Age" resolution in the
Order of Gownsmen. The
resolution was a

proclamation of the
terrific achievements of
the 1972 senior class. Here
is the Mattei principle:

"Those successes were
inevitable products of the

natural flux of things. The
point is that liberalized

visiting hours, dress code,
Bishop's Common, etc.

would have happened no
matter who was in

power." Is not this

principle worthy of

THOUGHT?
Listen: Whether or not

the Mattei principle

applies here is uncertain.

Perhaps ranting and raving

in Woods Laboratory on
Thursday afternoons
accomplishes something.
At least we had the

opportunity to listen to

the Vice Chancellor make
a few meaningless jokes

(on and about whom is

open to personal
evaluation).

Note: This should not

be construed to seem as

though I think the leaders

of the Order of Gownsmen
and its constituents are

inept. I have attended

(Cont on page 10)
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VISA VIS

BUSING

When Herman Jeter was six years old,

his father walked him the three blocks to

Rock Springs Elementary School to

register for the first grade. On the first

day of school Herman was met by the

principal and told that because he was a

Negro the school "wasn't ready" for him

and he would have to go elsewhere. Six

years later, in 1965, Herman was allowed

to enter his "neighborhood" school.

After five years of traveling the twenty

miles round trip to Butler Street

Elementary School in downtown
Atlanta, Herman became the first black

student at my grammar school. During

those five years, who defended Herman's

right to attend his neighborhood school?

Who gave Herman the freedom to choose

his own school? Who argued that busing

was unconstitutional then?

Nine years after segregation had been

ruled illegal in the Supreme Court case

of Brown vs. Board of Education,

George Wallace, the governor of

Alabama, was standing in the doorway

of the admissions office of the

University of Alabama. Speaking from

the "very heart of the great Anglo-Saxon

Southland" he defiantly told the nation:

"1 draw the line in the dust and toss the

gauntlet before the feet of tyranny. And
I say, Segregation now! Segregation

tomorrow! Segregation forever!" Later,

when Herman read in a civics class that

the Supremem Court was the "law of the

land," he knew better. One line in a

sixth grade textbook wouldn't change
what Herman Jeter had spent five years

and eighteen thousand bused miles

learning.

Had our leaders obeyed and
effectively enforced the 1954
de-segregation laws, the non-issue of

busing would have never caused the

confusion that has been attributed to it.

Busing first became a major controversy
when politicians adopted it as a code
word for "nigger". Nixt time your hear a

politician give an anti-busing speech,

substitute "nigger" for "busing" and
you'll get the same message. The coding
has been deciphered well by many
Americans and be assured that when
mommies carry picket signs saying

"Busing is dangerous," the reverse side
says "Niggers are dangerous."

Nearly 44% of the nation's school
children ride buses to school. Less than
3% ride buses because of court orders.

Instead of a massive amount of busing,
what we have is a massive amount of
public misinformation.

One main argument against busing is

that it greatly endangers the children.

Concerning transportation, the National
Safety Council found the accident rate
°f children riding buses to be lower than
that of children who walk to school. It is

a'so pointed out in anti-busing
arguments that white children may be
*nt to unsafe schools. It is unfortunate
that the degree of safety in a school isn't

"nportant until white children are
subjected to the danger. Along these

same lines, the problem of drugs isn't

'mportant as long as it stays in the
Bhetto. Once drugs move into the
suburbs, however, the problem becomes

(Cont. on page 9)

The PURPLE'S Dynamic
Duo focuses on the issue of
busing this week. Although
forced school desegregation
has become an accepted
social phenomenon,
discontent continues to
smolder over this heated
issue. Parents protest the
movement of their children

like pawns on a chessboard.
Busing has become the

focal point in the civil rights
debate. It is not a regional
issue. It is a national issue
which touches the core of
American Society. Vis a Vis
attempts this week to look
at the issue in all of its

ramifications.

Katzenjammer
|

Kids
In the midst of these stark winter months, whilst the

cold grey cloud of slumber soothes the mind, two
observers have stepped onto the scene to point up the

foibles of a reluctant student body. Awed by the

abundant evidence of intellectual ineptitude, we patrons

of awareness deem it our responsibility to rectify these

matters of indolence. In the face of the hidious monster

of apathy, which seems a bastion of the Sewanee way of
life, we have made it our crusade to lead the

downtrodden out of the Sewanee fog and into the realm

of the imagination.
Happening upon a most editorial appearing in the

unusual gathering of black mundane Morning Mirror,

shrouded individuals, we The adroit Mr. Chuck was

inquisitive souls found it able to put his finger on

in our interest to lend an Mr. Pat Anderson, the

ear to the parliamentary author of the article, as a

proceedings of this <prime example of this

obviously elitist group. At characteristic slothfulness.

the outset of the meeting Mr. Anderson was named
we were quite amazed at "scapegoat of the month"
the appearance of a local before the assembly. Such

celebrity, not Ruth, but was the rath of Mr. Chuck,

the renowned Stevie that Mr. Anderson held his

'Wonder' Duck-it. This tongue in cheek for the

illustrious socialite thrilled remainder of the meeting,

the masses with an oration Releasing the enthralled

on, "The Monotone and group "rom his capivating

it's Affects upon spell by a flap of his robe,

Rambling." After a much Mr. Chuck moved on to

deserved round of silence, the all important
the proceedings moved on committee reports. First

to business of an eminent on the agenda was the

nature. report from the
The Order of the Committee for the

Complacent, as they called Prevention of Adulthood

themselves, were faced by in Students. This

their Grand Lizard, Ralph committee gave an

Waldo Chuck, famous for account of its proposal to

his article, "Self Abuse." the administration's

Mr. Chuck, enraged by the sub-committee on
lethargy of his Extended Parenthood. The

constituency, gnashed his proposal was to install

teeth and waved his finger closed curcuit cameras in

in reproach of infectuous all dormitory rooms,

non-participation. At this which would allow the

point, above the roar of Deans to observe all

yawns, a hand protruded student behavior. It was

into the air. By the gleam maintained by the

in his eye it was apparent committee that 24-hour

that Mr. Chuck was dorms would be possible

overwhelmed by the since the Deans could

thought that his firey maintain a closer watch of

oration had aroused some students' habits,

interest. His dismay was The floor was then

evident when he saw the yielded for a report from

owner of the protruding the Committee on
hand grope with his other Accidental Occurances of

hand in an attempt to Artistic Awareness Among
scratch his outstretched Students, given by its

armpit. chairman, Pinky Paine,

As a case in point of (some of you may have

Mr. Chuck's vehement heard of his article,

claim of dawdling, he read 'Common Pedantry'),

selected passages from the (c nt. on page 9)

"It is criminal to move students out

of their neighborhoods to distant

locations for the sole purpose of

satisfying the cattle-car racial lusts of a

bunch of jackbooted guideline writers in

Washington."—The Honorable George C.

Wallace, Governor of Alabama

Ever since 1969, the federal courts

have systematically injected the

cancerous element of racism back into

our public schools. The major question

is: How much more can the American

body politic sustain?

The syndicated colummist James J.

Kilpatrick asserts that, "Twenty years

ago the Court found it unconstitutional

to assign a child to a school because of

the color of his skin. Now the same
court decrees that solely because of the

color of his skin, the child must be

assigned to a school." Is this not a

modified return to the operational

application of racism?

I believe that the implementation of

forced busing has been shown to be

injurious to children of all races. The
Harvard sociologist, Dr. David Armor,

conducted an exhaustive study on the

effects that busing had upon Black

students. His conclusions, published in a

paper entitled "The Effects of Busing"

were:

1. "Achievement tests of black

students in integrated schools showed

'no significant gains' compared with the

achievement of students in inner-city

schools.

2. "Grades of Negro students fell

after transfer, presumably because of

stiffer competition, and so did Negro

aspirations.

3. "Integration heightens 'racial

identity and consciousness' of black

students and 'enhances ideologies that

promote racial segregation'."

Aside from the educational and social

harm that busing induces, the monetary
considerations must also assume

increasing importance. Last year 20
million children were bused 2.2 billion

miles to school at the cost of 2.5 billion

dollars. I maintain that the 2.5 billion

dollars would have served a much more
useful purpose if it had been directed

toward improving the quality of

education for the disadvantaged. Instead,

it has dissipated out of the exhaust pipes

of thousands of school buses. And in a

time when gasoline is scarce and we are

all called upon to make sacrifices , would

not the return to the neighborhood

school conserve energy?

I was always taught in high school

that a good axiom of American
democracy was "majority rule with

respect to to the minority." It is

somewhat paradoxical that the

imposition of forced busing entails

minority rule with no respect to the

majority. A recent Gallup Poll reveals

that 73 per cent of the American people

are opposed to busing, and that only 20

per cent are in favor of it. Many state

referendums in 1972 also reflected the

overwhelming opposition of the people

to forced busing. It is important to

realize that there is substantial

(Cont. on page 9)
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The Cuckoo's Nest
by Robert Moseley

The Friday at Party

Weekend, if you will (or

can) recall, was an
exception to the Eagle

Mountain axiom which
states: "You will not see

the sun in the month of

February." Thus,
attempting to take
advantage of this

endangered species of

weather, six Sewanee
gentlemen piled into a

mid-size automobile and
struck out for Long's Mill.

Armed with the belayer's

Bible, Audubon's
Almanac, the caver's

K oran-SEWANEE
UNDER THE SUN-the
Sewanee Six, comprising

William, Ron, Richard,

Ralph, Al, and Max,
confidently approached
their goal.

Getting there was no
problem; it was the return

trip that proved
challenging. Plodding
upstream after successfully

accomplishing the
hazardous hike to the

second waterfall, Ralph
made his first of two
mistakes. Adroitly
sidestepping a stone he
encountered, the fellow

instead adopted a prone
position in the chilly

stream. After languishing

in this tranquil position

for approximately one
eighth of a second,the

soggy Sophomore daintly

extracted himself from the
water and cheerfully

continued the trek.

Shortly after reaching

the car, which was parked
two miles and one
t e rminal case of
pneumonia from the scene

of the above incident, the

Six suffered another

tragedy. And this is where
SEWANEE UNDER THE
SUN enters the picture. If

you will turn to page 115
of the infallible guide

through the wilderness

(Daniel Boone is said to

have consulted a copy of

this book before crossing

the Cumberland Plateau 1

and look at the very

bottom of the page, the

last two words in fact, you
will read "Proceed
confidently" (turn the

page, please) "through the

terrific mud-holes (which

are always there, but

which have firm gravel

bottoms—nobody ever gets

stuck)..." Ralph is willing

to take issue with the last

four words in the

parenthese. Although the

other five woodsmen got

out of the car and
although William and
Waring assured him
otherwise, Ralph

miraculously managed to

avoid those "Firm gravel

bottoms" and wound up
fender-deep in what he
assessed as quicksand.

Thirty minutes and much
toing, pushing, froing and
cursing later, the
automobile surfaced to

resounding applause. The
Six resumed their journey
home.

The next barrier on the

obstacle course was a

horse of a different color.

No, it wasn't a purple

horse; it was what its

migratory Yankee owner
called a mobile home. The
naive Northerner
explained that the truck

delivering his mobile home
had broken down. The
more credible explanation

is that the fellow's lot is

100.0003 miles from
Nashville Trailer Sales,

which delivers without
charge within a 100-mile

radius. Suffice it to say

that one end of the
beautiful blue twelve-wide
was in the guy's yard, and
the other end extended
eight feet past the far edge
of the road. The group
hurriedly scanned UNDER
THE SUN'S description of

the journey to Long's Mill,

and, finding no mention of
mobile, let alone mo'bil'
homes therm, was at a loss

for a solution to their

problem. Finally they
removed some debris

covering a nearby,
abandoned road and
proceeded to Sewanee,
where two of the Six

arrived an hour late for

their Party Weekend dates.

The Moral of This

Story: Anachronisms of

Eagle Mountain's laws of

nature are not to be taken
lightly; but SEWANEE
UNDER THE SUN is, if

you have to take it at all.

Conference Holds Hope For Crisis

by Bradford Gioia

This week most of the

leading oil-producing and
oil-consuming countries

will hold a conference in

Washington to see what
can be done about the

supply, price, and
distribution of fuel for the

present, and the
development of nuclear
energy for world civilian

use in the future. .

The world is suffering

from the present oil

embargo of the Middle
East and something must
be done to lift the pressure

from these oil-enriched

nations. The Nixon
Administration has invited

these governments
together to solve the
energy problem. But
unfortunately, it seems
that the outlook for

cooperation and mutual
effort is unlikely. The
world is in a state of

economic and political

chaos. All the major
industrial nations now
have weak governments
and internal political and
economic problems.
Britain has gone on a three

day work-week, Prime
Minister Heath has been
forced to call for an
election, and the coal

miners have gone on
strike. Japan, who
desperately depends on oil

for production, has been
forced to lower its

production levels. And
even the host of the

Conference, the United
States, has suffered many
political and economic
problems.

It seems impossible that

these weak and divided
countries with different

interests are in any
position to enter into new
cooperative efforts for the
solution of the energy
crisis in the near future. It

is more important to these

countries whether their

governments can survive

the pressures of 1974.
My point, however,

deals not with the success

of the World Energy
Conference, but whether it

is a World Energy
Conference or a

Conference set up solely

for political advantages in

favor of the United States.

The United States'
invitation to the Feb. 11
energy conference in

Washington read: "Let's

look beyond the present
fuel shortage to the days
when all nations will be
depending, not on fossil

fuels but on nuclear, solar

and thermal energy, for

this is a world problem

and can be solved in the

long run only by
cooperative action on a

worldwide scale." There
are two important
problems concerning this

i n v i t a tio n. F irst

,

Washington published the
site and terms of the
invitation without
adequate preparation.
Secondly, the
Administration is deeply
divided about the idea of
sharing superior American
technological and nuclear

Gallery of Fine Arts & Museum Chamber Exhibits
SPRING SEMESTER 1974

THE UNIVERSITY OF THE SOUTH—SEWANEE, TENN.—TEL. 598-5719

EDWARD CARLOS, Director

MRS. QUINTARD JOYNER, Assistant To The Director

FEBRUARY 5-22

Exhibition of Fine Arts Students of The
University of the South. The University of

the South. Work from the fall semester,

1973, in the Gallery.

MARCH 3-20

Fine Arts Faculty of The University of the

South - Ann Kihm, Tom Frasier, Dick
Duncan, Edward Carlos, in the Gallery.

MARCH3 (Friday)
, T*C Vft

Informal reception in the Gallery. Time to

APRIL 4-26

Printmaking and Drawing by Dale

Threlkeld of Belleville, Illinois and Valdis

Garoza of Northampton, Mass., in the

Gallery.

APRIL 4-24

Indian Miniatures in

MAY 5-26

Exhibition of art work by Fine Arts Senior
Majors. Saturday, May 25, 3-4 P.M., an
informal reception for seniors, parents
and public in the Gallery.

MAY 25 (Saturday)
3-4 P.M. Museum opening: Victorian

Chamber. Also, recent acquisitions.

MAY 5-26

Children's Art from elementary and
secondary schools of Sewanee, in the

Museum.

MAY 5-26

PRINTMAKERS 1972, Tennessee Arts

Commission. Carnegie Hall, Second and
Third Floor.

THE FINE ARTS DEPARTMENT WILL SPONSOR A FILM
SERIES THIS SEMESTER, FREE TO THE PUBLIC
THROUGH THE AUSPICES OF THE SMITHSONIAN
MUSEUM, EACH THURSDAY, 6:30 P. M., IN CARNEGIE 22.

FILMS DATE
Paul Cezanne April 4

Claude Monet April 11

Georges Seurat April 18

Henri Rousseau April 25

Edvard Munch May 2

The same films will be presented in the Sewanee Elementary

School by the Sewanee Public School P.T.A.

Time to be announced.

information.

The true problem of

the conference involves

the wording of the

invitation, which
advocates mutual
cooperations and not

self-sufficiency. President

Nixon has been
emphasizing the need to

make the United States

self-sufficient in energy,

and this is the objective of

the Atomic Energy
Commission, while
Secretary of State

Kissinger has been
emphasizing worldwide

cooperation to solve the

energy crisis.

"The United States,"

President Nixon said last

November 7, "must

embark upon a major

effort to achieve
self-sufficiency in energy,

an effort I call Project

I n d e p e n dence. If

successful, Project

Independence would by

1980 take us to a point

where we are no longer

dependent to any
significant extent upon

potentially insecure

foreign supplies of

energy."

This contradiction,
repeatedly stated by

Nixon, makes me consider

that the outlook for

cooperation is bleak for

the World Energy
Conference. The Nixon

Administration may have

impressive and good ideas,

usually depending on the

Administration's need to

divert public interest, but

the results from these

ideas fade away and seem

to be non-existent.
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Setmnee To Host Philosophers
Next week Sewanee will

host the 20th annual

Southeastern Undergraduate

philosophy Conference. The

Conference will begin at 7:30

pm Friday, February 22, with

a reception at the EQB House

for all student participants and

their faculty advisers. This will

prt'piired and read by students

from member institutions. The
presentation of papers will

resume at 9 AM Saturday in

the EQB Ho
the

ends at about 5 PM. Students
and faculty are expected from
Agnes Scott, Emory,
Vanderbilt, University of
Tennessee at Chattanooga,
Oglethorpe, University of

Georgia, Georgia State, and
others.

Each year the conference

centers around one philosophic

topic. The topic for this year

founded nineteen years ago by
Dr. John S. Marshall, Chairman
of the Sewanee Philosophy

Department, and Dr. Leroy

Loemaker, Chairman of the

Emory Philosophy
Department. Dr. Marshall and

Dr. Loemaker had been friends

when they were in graduate

school many years ago at

Boston University. From the

beginning it was established

that faculty members may
listen to the papers, but may
not take part in the

For several years the only

participants were Sewanee and

Emory, with each school being

host on alternate years. Then
Agnes Scott and the University

of Chattanooga were invited to

enter. Professors Marshall and
Loemaker desired to keep the

conference small and intimate,

but as word spread more and
more colleges sought entrance.

This year the Conference

expects to reach a decision on
the issue of whether or not to

open membership to all

southeastern colleges.

All interested students,

faculty, staff, or members of

the nity ited

attend the sessions, all of
which are to be held in the

EQB House. The program is

not ready as the PURPLE goes

to press, but anyone desiring

Proposals Nixed
iConi from page 1)

liked Price's original plan, but

that the final one became

entangled in too many
complicated details. He
emphasized, however, that the

issue of flexible exam
scheduling is by no means
dead, and cited several

examples of alternatives even

with the present framework of

scheduled exams. These ideas

include advance publication of

the final exam schedule,

extension by one day of the

examination period, and
automatic immunity from four

exams in two days;
consultation with the Dean of
the College would be necessary

in order to reschedule exams.
Dr. Puckette stressed the
faculty's concern for the
problem of students with more

all

and added that alternative

proposals will be studied
Also during the November

meeting of the Order, Ed
Niehoff read a proposal calling

comprehensive

grade average of 3.25 or above
in their major subject, with

individually the criteria for

'Honors' status. The
administration's initial reaction
to this plan was negative, but,
according to Dr. Herbert
Wentz, chairman of the

committee which considered it,

"The problem has been
localized." The committee,
consisting of Wentz, Dr. James
Lowe, Mr. Douglas Paschall,

Chuck Emerson, and Cam
Cantrell felt that the Order
basically wanted the faculty to

realize the difficulties of a

senior who must
simultaneously study for

comprehansives and take a full

course load of around fifteen

committee met on Tuesday,
February 5, and discussed the

basic problem, then agreed to

meet again on February 19. Dr.

Wentz said that the faculty is

and would like to remedy it if

possible. Several suggestions

have been offered, including

exemption from final exams in

courses in a student's major
department (this is already

done in some departments) and
the setting aside of a week
before comprehensives in

concentrate on studying

without the distraction of daily

classwork. Dr. Wentz is hopeful

that a viable solution can be
found, and believes that with

the problems verbalized, the

committee can move forward

Placement

Office

News

Five professional people will

be in Sewanee Thursday,
February 27, to advice

students interested in careers in

investment counselling, data

processing, or health—related

Speakers i

counselling will be Ms. Hazel

Sanger and Mr. Philip Gwynn.
Ms. Sanger is the University's

portfolio manager; Mr. Gwynn
is the Southeastern regional

manager for Thorndike, Doran,

Paine, and Lewis, an Atlanta

investment counselling firm.

This seminar will be held in

Convocation Hall at one p.m.,

February 27.

Ms. Jeanette Colbert, B.S.,

R.N.; and Ms. Janice Hill will

counsel students interested in

health— related careers in

Convocation Hall at two p.m.

on February 27. Ms. Colbert is

employed by the Franklin

County Health Department;

Ms. Hill is the Tri—County
health coordinator.

processing will be held on
February 27 at three p.m. in

Convocation Hall, This

discussion will be led by Ms.

Martha Clarkson, Director of

Data Processing for the

University.

All students— freshmen

Thompson Union
{Cont. from page 1)

Daniels, Archie Stapleton, and
Father Martin(of St. Andrews).
The seminary was invited to

send a student representative,

but none ever appeared.

Christopher Paine, president

of Sewanee Arts, would like to

see the Union building given to

that organization. Besides

converting it into a new
Outside Inn, conducting its

usual Friday and Saturday
night perfomances, the space

could also be made available to

the i ity ir.v.

After The Movie

Have Refreshments

AT THE

Student Union

GOODYEAR SERVICE STORE

J&t*

considering these fields, or who
want to know more about

them, are encouraged to

Lamar Cantelou, a Sewanee
forestry alumnus recently

featured in national television

advertisements, has informed
the alumni office that

Weyerhaeuser, forest products

industry, is interested in

receiving applications from
forestry students for summer
employment.

workshops, or meetings of the

language clubs.

The cost of such a

conversion has been roughly

estimated at 10,000 dollars

over the next five years.

Minimal changes would be

made over the first year and
major considerations over
those following. Although still

requiring aid from the Student
Activity Fund, to account for

such things as deteriorating

equipment, etc., Sewanee Arts

is fairly self-supporting. With
acquisition of the Union
building, Paine feels that it

could gain additional income
through rent for community
functions held there and the

sale of beer at Outside Inn

performances. In Paine's

opinion, the cost of converting

an "indoor" building (such as

the Union) for "outdoor"
purposes (such as the fire and
police departments) would be

constructing as entirely new
facility. He also pointed out
that the publications vacancy
in Carnegie Hall will alleviate

the need of the Fine Arts

Department and feels that

room for the Music
Department should be found in

Guerry Hall, for which was its

original purpose.

Tims Ford Liquor Store
Phone 967-0589 Winchester

Across from the Family Theatre Drive-In

B & G SUPPLY STORE

member of the Human Ecology
Project Steering Committee,
also feels a need for this type
of "cultural center" in which
community as well as

university could participate. He
concerned that

Chapel remain the

nd this

type of center, rather than a

police and fire station, would
serve to retain the Chapel's

historic placement.

Sewanee Arts also considers

it feasible to move the

University Health Offices into

the basement of the EQB
House, the space of which
would be sufficient to house a

psychiatrist as well, and allow

the Sewanee Area Crafts

Association Center to establish

itself into the present facilities.

By this move, the latter would
be provided a place to display

crafts and house a workshop,
and would also make it eligible

for state funding, as it is

presently operating from
living room."

Admissions
(Cont from page 1)

everybody," Gooch added,

"but we are limited by the

ratio rule." Presently the ratio

as established by the Board of

Regents should be maintained

at approximately 2 to 1, male

competition is most been

among female applicants. Many
more women are attempting to

attend Sewanee than there are

openings. With the excess

amount of female applicants

Gooch reluctantly admits that

he will be admitting male

freshmen who are not as well

qualified as some females

whom he must turn down due

to space and ratio limitations.

It is very doubtful that an

openly competitive admissions

policy is possible on the

Mountain because it would

cause a change in the ratio

and present housing problems.

Therefore the admissions office

must continue to operate

within the guidelines as

established by the Regents. ,
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"Jacques Brel . .
." Is Coming

of the

»st influc

in recent American stage

history has been scheduled by
Sewanee Arts for presentation

at the Outside Inn on February

22, 23, 26 and March 1, 2. It is

the show with the long title

"Jacques Brel is Alive and Well

and Living in Paris" which one
New York drama critic thought

should have been shortened to

one apt word, "Terrific!"

The popularity of this show
is attested by its having had a

year, New York, beginning

,
and comparably long

The [!,< ity

"Jacques Brel..." stems from a

sequence of twenty— five songs

originally written in French by
Jacques Brel, a Belgian who in

the 1960's established himself

as France's prime chansonnier,

wearing the mantle of such

Chevalier, Edith Piaf, Charles

Aznavour, Gilbert Becaud and
Georges Brassens.

The show's title, of course,

is take—off on the phrase

current among adherents of

Hitler after World War II that

he was still "alive and well and
living in Argentina," and the

show's popularity in the late

1960's gave rise to a multitude

of paraphases, such as when a

touring orchestra and chorus

billed itself as proving that

"Music is Alive and Well."

Brel's songs began to gain

some American fame in the

early 1960's through French

recordings imported and
quickly snapped up by

connoisseurs. Through one of

these recordings, Eric Blau

became fascinated with the

songs and personality of Brel

and he adapted two of the

songs for a revue called "O,

Oysters," that he presented at

an off—Broadway theatre in

New York in 1961.

affVefrWeM

and hVing
to Paris

The MUSICAL HI! horn MAMl
\

•Incredibly emolionol slufC J

"Exorcist" Shocks Audiences

by Bobby Lockerby

In the papers, in television,

and in Newsweek, the current

topic is the horror thriller "The
Exorcist." People are scared or

repulsed by it, some pass out,

get sick, or literally "lose it";

Theatre ushers carry smellings

salts and "comfort bags" and

several theatres have religion

groupies on hand to exorcise

you of the devil, once you've

before "TheExorcist" thinking

back to the last movie that

scared me, which was probably

"The Thing" in 1959.

The movie starts as a very

standard horror thriller, dark

attics, howling wind and

"creepy" things going on.

However, once the girl, Regan,

l the rug,

get itlle

from "Modern consciousness

has become so rationalized that

the reaction to this kind of

movie is a compensatory

upthrust of irrational forces..."

all the way to "my janitors are

going bananas wiping up the

vomit,"(Newsweek Feb.ll, 74

pg.61) depending on one's

point of view. Whatever the

Everytime they I

the to

the i

found myself gripping the

armrests and bracing for yet

another visual assault.

A few years ago I saw an

Anglican exorcism. The
possessed was a young English

renovator" who had

the particularly demonic habit

of smashing his wife and kids

in, the face, or crashing his

motorcycle"" on one of his

frequent drunken excursions.

The vicar ranted and sputtered

whilst giving the young man
what seemed to be a scalp

massage. Afterward he said he

felt rid of the devil and
inclined toward "goodness."

Somehow even Vincent Price

was more convincing. Whether

you believe
\

You may hate it, or be so

scared that you will lose your

Saga supper. However, judging

by the recent bill of fare, it

wouldn't take "Dracula meets

Billy The Kid" to make you do

that.

response ot

Personally,"The 1

was a non event,

happened upon the m
during Christmas break,
seen the book
heard that it was a chiller

thriller devil story. Ho hum.
Devil stories and "horrifying
satanic demon'"
conjured up images of Vii

Price with knitted 1

goulish smile, trying

Saturday afternoon

When "Jacques Brel" was

finally produced, it was

recognized by everyone as a

show. No one thought of

labelling it with the word
"concert." They called it "a

super-musical".

Wendy Arthur, Lisa

Flersheim, Gary Harris and

Wayne Miller make up the cast

who will bring the requisite

fervor to make the songs of

Jacques Brel alive and very well

in Sewanee. Anne Roddey is

the vocal director and

Christopher Paine is the stage

McCrady will be responsible

for the drive of the music.

Tickets go on sale this week
at the Sewanee Arts office at

141 Woods Laboratories. For

students in the College and in

the School of Theology tickets

are free; for all others, tickets

are $2.50. Everyone, including

the show. To do so, come by
the Sewanee Arts office, which
is open every weekday from 10

a.m. until noon and from 1:30

ifon
:30 p.m. For mo

, call 598—0270.

WUTS Survey

WUTS conducted a survey of

174 students in late October
about their opinions on music.

With the direction and aid of
Mr. Clay C. Ross, the Computer
Science Professor, and the

"Atlanta" computer, WUTS
was able to gain an indepth

analysis of the Sewanee
student's musical preferences,

which was helpful in influencing

the musical format for the

120 men and 54 women were
interviewed in their respective

dormitories, and in answer to

the frequency of their listening

to WUTS, 73% had listened

either "yesterday" or "several

days ago." In response to the

hours most frequently listened,

15% listen in the early

afternoon, 13% late afternoon,

21% early evening, and 48% late

If the students listen in the

afternoons (12-4:30), 34%
prefer hard rock, 41% top-40,

40% folk, 15% soul, 14%
classical, jass, and 6% country.

If the students listened at night,

46% preferred hard rock, 40%
top-40, folk, 18% soul, 17%

classical, jazz, and 8% country.

WUTS used the information

this

the

p'^'ur.untyi u

earlier in this issue.

WUTS hopes to conduct

another survey in February to

determine whether the students

are pleased with the changes in

the format and hours.

Suggestions, comments, and

criticisms are welcomed, and

should be addressed to WUTS.
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Sewanee Arts: One Year Later
by Peter Squire

In January 1973 this

reporter wrote a story on

Sewanee Arts. At that time it

was a small organization

with big plans fighting to

overcome great and difficult

odds. As we all know, a lot

con. and does happen in a

year; the following is a result

of an interview with

Christopher Paine about

One of the first things

anyone will notice about
Sewanee Arts is the people
connected with it. There is

an air of professional

quality, dedication and
involvement that is rare in

mass-produced world. While

this professionalism was
evident a year ago, it has

become more noticeable

now that the University and
student body have come
through with not only

Popular Record

Review

financial support, but also

vocal support. This interest

generated by Sewanee Arts

has, in part, helped to spur

the general interest of the

University community in the

arts as it is made more aware

of the cultural outlets

available in Sewanee. To a

greater degree Sewanee Arts

has made available to the

student an avenue of cultural

expression that is becoming
more and more a part of the

experience at Sewanee.

It is in this vein that

Sewanee Arts is aiming its

future. By taking a

by David Darrohn

Steve Miller is one of those

musicians who has always had

a dedicated, albeit small,

following. None of his previous

releases sold exceptionally

well. With "The Joker," Miller

has ended his string, as this

becoming a million seller.

"The Joker" shows the

Steve Miller Band in a variety

of styles such as electric and
accoustic, and blues and rock.

But Miller, in most cases,

invokes his own touch into

these basic styles.

Side one is the weaker side

of the disc. Two pretty simple
rock and roll tracks are

followed by a black-influenced

funk thing, which is

reminiscent of War, or Sly
Stone. The last track on the
first side, "Your Cash Ain't
Nothin' But Trash" is rock and

; cheap-sounding

effects thrownstudoe

The second side leads off

with the title song, the high

spot of the record. It was a big

AM hit, but it never seems to

get tiring. The lyrics are great,

and Miller's voice is at its best.

"The Loving Cup" is a boogie

tune strongly influenced by
John Mayall. The next two
cuts are live blues, one acoustic

and one electric. Again, Miller

sings to the best of his ability.

The last song, "Something to

Believe In" spotlights the Steve

Miller ballad which I think is

his strong point. His voice and

guitar playing seem better

suited to softer material, as

opposed to rock and roll.

"The Joker" has won Steve

Miller and his band a large new
following. It remains to be seen

whether he can maintain this

support. There is much room
for improvement in the band
but this is by no means a bad
album. It is pretty much
inoffensive middle of the road

rock and blues, and should

please, or a least not displease,

encouraging activity,

Sewanee Arts hopes to

realize its own potential with

more professional quality

and attitude. To do this, a

continuation of the Outside

Inn and the annual tour of

one-act plays is important, as

is the upcoming Annual Fine

Arts Festival.

Of all the Sewanee Arts

activities, none is better

known than the Outside Inn.

Open for twenty-three

nights last semester, almost

1,600 people attended the

functions. That makes the

Outside Inn one of the top

attractions for student

support. If you have not

been to the Outside Inn, the

upcoming five night :

acqu Brel Alh

Well and Living in Paris" is

the perfect reason to go. The
play is a collection of songs

and sayings by the French

writer, Jacques Brel. For

those who have not seen the

play, it can best be described

as a naughtier and racier

version of "Cabaret." The
production starts Gary
Harris, Wendy Arthur, Lisa

Fleursheim, and Wayne
Miller. Dr. Waring McCrady
is the director of music.

Yes Concert Engrossing
by Rick Osgood

As the lights dimmed in

Georgia Tech's Alexander
Memorial Coliseum, the strains

°f Stravinsky's "Firebird

quadrephonic P. A. system, and
the personages of Anderson,
Howe, Squire, Wakeman and
White processed from a

Pulsating plexiglass tube to
greet the audience. The
members of YES moved

Myers Cleaners

Quality Dry Cleaning

598-5703

Khatru" blew in, and blew

away the more than 10,000

people present.

Thus began the YES concert

Monday night, and when it was

over more than two and a half

hours later it left the audience

somewhat dazed, and certainly

awed by the musical feat they

had just witnessed. In the

interim between the beginning

and end YES put forth a

goodly part of the "Yessongs"

album and the entirety of their

newly released album, "Tales

from Topographic Oceans." In

short, it was a truly amazing

S&T Auto Parts

Stereo tape players

Winchester

director, and Chris Paine

stage director. Performances

start February 22, 1974 so

reserve your free student

tickets in advance at the

Sewanee Arts office.

As last year, Sewanee

Arts sponsored a tour of

one-act plays. This year the

Purple Masque productions

of "Purgatorio" and "The
Red Cross" were presented

in ten different cities. This

consisted of Robert Kiefer,

Cici Smith, Debbie Lopez,

Bob Whitlock, Paula Ellis,

and Chris Paine. The group

logged over 2,300 miles

traveling to small churches in

Alabama, Georgia, the

Carolinas, and Virginia. As

expected, with the plays

presented, the reactions of

the different audiences were

very mixed. The general

consensus, however, was

that the group performed

admirably. ___

the rag man

Summer Fun?

somewhat lacking, and may
have detracted from the

performance for some people,

particularly those on the floor.

Tickets had not only sold out

two days before, but

promoters had also over-sold

the capacity of the Coliseum,

making for very crowded
conditions and not enough

seats. In addition, all tickets

were general admission, so

there was no controlled

seating. A few minor incidents

flared up during the course of

the concert, the most

someone jumped on stage at

the end and ripped off Rick

Wakeman's cape. He was,

however, apprehended by

members of the audience and

stagehands and the cape was

returned.

During the course of the

concert YES's music picked

you up and carried you with it,

setting you down gently

between songs to wonder how
they did it.

by Robert Kilpatrick

Prudent Sewanee students,

quick to pick up the tell-tale

signs, like warmer weather,

birds, and the date, have begun

to ponder a question that vexes

us all sooner or later—"What am
I gonna do this summer?" You
could go back and work in a

camp, "helping kids" and

drawing cool wages, but that's

not quite the adventure you had

in mind; you decide to do
something different this

summer, and in this frame of

mind you happen upon an ad

from The Monteagle Silo

Company. "Great pay," it says,

"room and board paid," and

"Must be in good physical

shape." Your chest swells at the

challenge, your blue jeans

rejoice and your jaw hardens as

you prepare to charge into the

fray for England, Harry and St.

George. Well, forget about it;

for if your experience is like

that of most students, you're in

for a loser.

The Monteagle Silo

Company is just part of the

Sewanee Silica Company on the

road to Billy's. The company
builds silos all over the south;

Monteagle silos have the

distinctive yellow and white

checkerboard pattern on the

top. Your job, if you are foolish

enough to take it, would be to

build these marvels. The job

does have its strong points. The
first week I received $240.00

(before taxes) for four and a

half days' work, with a motel

room and three meals a day

provided. You work outdoors in

the sun, and get plenty of

exercise, and best of all, the job

requires almost no mental

participation on your part. Now

The ACCOMODATIONS
also left a little something to be

desired. My first lunch was a

Double Cola and sardines (and

FLIES) which I gobbled down
in the allotted time of 30

minutes. When the sun finally

set, we dined on Kentucky

Fried Chicken and retired to our

Jtel thr

fort

First of all the work is

unbelievably rugged. You rise

before sunrise, and work until

sundown, carrying 87 lb.

cement blocks from stacks

around the area, to the base of

the silo. This gets old quick.

You do not get paid by the hour

or the brick, but by the work

your crew completes, and you

being the brick carrier set the

pace for the crew. If you work

slowly they get surly, and when
they do, the fun begins.

beds, and five guys. Needless to

say you won't get the single and

a fellow worker of questionable

toilet habits crawls in beside

you, and proceeds to gradually

transgress upon your half. My
scorching sunburn prevented a

good night's sleep, and I awoke
early to lie there wishing the sun

would not come up that day.

The men that I worked with

ranged from age 54 (fireman) to

age 20. They are difficult

people, at first very gruff and in

some cases nasty, but one soon

establishes a rapport and may
come to enjoy and respect these

people. The men in my crew had

almost no education past the

eighth grade; however, they

were not stupid by any means.

They work hard, and otherwise

"play hard" as some of us used

to discover at Tubby's. The

name of the game is physical

strength, and when one is

tempted to demonstrate one's

own intellectual prowess with a

it will be countered by a test of

strength, which you will lose.

The men do not stand on the

subtleties to which some of us

underwear, clean drinking water

(Charles Horton said his crew

got their water from a

stream-ditch that ran through a

cow pasture). The men also do

not stand on safety. Several

times I CLIMBED 80 ft. up the

side of the silo in a nippy breeze,

holding on for dear life and

hoping my steel capped boots

did not slip. Once up there one

must step around lightly on the

shaky scaffold, because one slip

and adios. You do wear a thin

SHOULD one of the bricks

come plummeting down from

50 feet at least it would be

deflected from your brain

before it crushed you into
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Wilson Fellow To Visit Sewanee
cringe when people talk

about freedom of the press. I

don't think that's the right

term because when the press

is denied things, the public is

being denied things. There
are some ideas I would like

to plant in young peoples'

minds about their attitudes

towards the press and the

public."

Shackford will be doing

some idea planting during his

visit to Sewanee from
February 18 through the 22.

The man who covered China

for Scripps-Howard
Newspapers from 1962 until

years as a journalist, and who
correctly judged ten years

before it became public

policy that China would be
the key to United States

relations with the rest of the

world, is here under the

auspices of a new program
designed to close the gap
between academia and the

world of action.

The program,
administered by the
Woodrow Wilson National

Fellowship Foundation of

Princeton, New Jersey,

ng professors. During

New Computer

Is Versatile
byJohnC.MacKersie

Possible uses for the

computer in Woods Laboratory

are as extensive as people's

imaginations. By the use of

various programs the computer
can perform tasks that range

from teaching to the playing of

various games.

Hewlett-Packard 2000 F is

the technical name for the
machine. Its main uses could be
categorized as follows: 1)

tutoring; 2) data analysis; 3)
student programming; and 4)
game playing.

With minimal instructions

one can start a computer
program that will tutor him in

the use of the necessary

computer language, which is

the

number and password in order
to operate the computer. There
are 25 tutoring programs that

intermediate knowledge of
programmine.

departments.

Two terminals

Hewlett-Packard 20

xpected

also

video screen with a keyboard
that will flash a program on the

screen in a second or two. This

type out a program, but there
will be no paper copies.

Two libraries are stored in

the computer. A general one
from Hewlett-Packard is

available to any user. This
library contains statistics,

When
jestion

answered a

:tly, the

computer spells out things such
as "good," and "right you are."

Analysis of data is another

computer function. This can be

done by correlations, analysis of

variance, and statistical analysis.

AH these things are operations

that can be performed on a desk

calculator. However, using the

computer one can perform

these operations faster and

more accurately.

Many students are familiar

with computer through
homework. The programming

of mathematical equations

forces one to be exact in his

structuring.

Several games can be played

on the computer. Some of these

are golf, two variations of

blackjack, roulette, a slot

machine game, and a Star Trek

game. Educational games are

also available. One of these is an

simply type out the name of the

program you want, and the
computer calls it into your
working space. Only Dr. Clay
Ross or Mrs. Marsha Clarkson

can change this library.

Someone using the computer
can also type his own program,
and then store it in his own

Students should address any

questions to Dr. Ross or Mrs.

Clarkson.

their stay, these Woodrow
Wilson Senior Fellows will

exchange their experience

and views with those of

students and faculty. The
novel program is funded by a

million dollar grant from the

Lilly Endowment of

Indianapolis.

prize-winning journalist and

diplomatic correspondent, is

concerned with the effect

secrecy, deception, and
manipulation of public

opinion has recently had on
life.

people who should demand
or try to get as close to the

actual truth as they can."

"I think there should be

more skepticism," the

former Scripps-Howard

correspondent says, "Never

take at face value anything

that any official has to say.

Anyone, Congress, the press,

anyone should demand a

better accounting of what's

going on."

Shackford has known
every Secretary of State

since Cordell Hull, served

under President Roosevelt

during World War II, and has

covered every major
international event since the

post-War period. These
include the founding of the

United Nations, the Berlin

.pie i of the

Marshall Plan in post-War

Europe. He spent the last 10

years of his career

China-watching and in 1972

Nixc ) China.

Shackford has high hopes
for the present generation of
college students and for the

Woodrow Wilson Senior
Fellows Program. "From
what I know of it, I have very
high marks for the younger
generation. If somehow or

MR. SHACKFORD

Of the role he and other

representatives of the world

of affairs will play on college

campuses, Shackford said,

"Young people at the college

level should have a chance to

see peoplee who are part of

"People like myself,"

Shackford continued,
"should have more
understanding and contact

with the younger generation.

The so-called generation gap

that we've heard so much

controversy. It's a result of

lack of contact between the

generation responsible for

Vietnam and the young
people who were its

During the week in which

he expects to be "totally

available to the students and
faculty" Shackford plans to

discuss the more satisfying

assignments of his career as

well as his more frustrating

experiences.

SHACKFORD SCHEDULE

Tuesday, February 19

8:00 AM Walsh-Ellett 304 Importance of China

10:00 AM Walsh- Ellen 208 Kissinger's Foreign Policy

4:00 PM Saint Luke's Watergate and All That

8:15 PM Guerry Auditorium The Press and Government Secrecy

Wednesday. February 20

11:00 AM DuPont215 Modern Middle East

4:00 PM Convocation Hall Student Reception

8:15 PM E.Q.B. House Kissinger's Foreign Policy

(Panel Discussion)

Thursday, February 21

10:00 AM Walsh-Ellett 210 The Cold War

4:00 PM E.Q.B. House Journalism Clinic

Friday, February 22

11:00 AM Walsh-Ellett 210 Current Domestic Political

on the

assignment which won him

the Lawrence S. Mayers

Peace Award in 1955, he

observed, "I wrote then that

the children of Palestinain

refugees were time bombs
who would ultimately

explode, and of course that's

exactly what happened."

However, he also admits

to revising some of the ideas

he published in 1962 in a

book called "The Truth

About Soviet Lies." "I'm

not very proud of that

book, "Shackford admits

ruefully. "My ideas have

changed a great deal since

then."

Shackford earned a B. S.

in electrical engineering

from Antioch College in 1931

and held several industrial

jobs as part of the college

work-study program. He
made the transition to

journalism during a period of

unemployment in the

Depression.

He will be accompanied
to Sewanee by his wife,

Augusta, a fellow Antioch
graduate. Mrs. Shackford has

worked for the League of

political organ ii

most recently a: i volunteer

for Senator George
McGovern during his

presidential campaign, with

responsibility for directing

the mail coming into his

Washington office.

The Shackfords make
their home in Harbour
Square, a Washington D.C.

cooperative. Shackford is

President of its Board of

Directors and, in a sharp

career change to domestic

events, edits "Harbour
Square News", the

cooperative's monthly
newsletter. The Shackfords

have three children and four

grandchildren.
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Bakery Carries Wide Variety

by Don Pippen

The Dutch Maid Bakery in

Tracy City is no
run—of—the—mill operation.

John Baggenstoss, a native of

Zurich, Switzerland, opened
the business in 1902. In the

beginning, the bakery had a

hearth oven, no machinery was

used in preparing the goods,

and deliveries were made in

The senior Baggenstoss was

a close friend of the legendary

Jack Daniel. On many Sunday
afternoons, Baggenstoss could

be found going to Lynchburg
carrying the best of his Swiss
bakery goods in hopes of a visit

and Jack Daniel's ninety proof

reciprocation.

When the elder Baggen

1919,
continued the business. At
eight, Dutch Maid was a

-known label with bread

ally items. The Decherd
was sold. Today's sales

)rimarily retail, with only

weekly shipment to a

works fulltime. His wife, Polly,

helps frequently, doing

everything but mixing batter.

The bakery's main products

products being delivered to
retail outlets in an eight county
area of Middle and East
Tennessee. To facilitate this

growth a new plant was opened

in Decherd. A few years ago

the brothers decided to give up

concentrate on traditional

include regular and applesauce

fruitcakes, sugar plum cake,

and sixteen inch jelly rolls, a

longtime favorite of the

coalminers. Breads include

sourdough (sweetened with

honey), whole—wheat, French,

triticale (high protein), fruit

and nut, salt rising,

chuckwagon ("pull-apart"),

and potato rolls.

The Baggenstosses do not

live by bread alone. Handmade

brooms and sythes, miniature

handcarved furiture, and other

craftsmen punctuate the bake

shop. Shelved with the apple

syrup and sorghum are five

varieties of local honey which

Albert sold 1700 pounds last

i kind,Albert Baggenstoss i

friendly man; a hard worker

from a family of the same. For

relaxation, he bird hunts and

follows the athletic teams of

Grundy County High.

Some Saturday take the

time to go to Tracy City and

savor the building, the man,

and his bake goods. Saturday,

for those of you accustomed to

perforated, big city

: old—time baker

The Left Katzenjammer

(Cunt, from page 3)

of national importance. In the case of
unsafe schools busing isn't the problem.
But, it may be the solution.

One reason the neighborhood school
argument isn't very compelling is the
"good neighborhoods" are very often
barred to black people. In spite of
federal laws prohibiting housing
discrimination covert policies of housing
exclusion are still very prevalent. The
result is all-white, middle and upper class

suburbs. Busing is sometimes necessary
because the best schools are in the white
suburbs and in this instance busing
provides children, both black and white,
with a chance for a decent education.
Also, it has been proven again and again
that white parents aren't going to pay
for schools that their children don't go
to. When white children are placed in the
inferior black schools, the parents of
those children see to it that
improvements are made. An example of
this situation was cited by a black
woman in North Carolina in a letter to a
Washington, D.C. newspaper.

"Within one month, the parents of
the white children who were being
bused, managed to get the black school
painted, repairs made, new electric

typewriters and sewing machines, and
the shelves filled with books. Busing for
one year will upgrade our school quicker
than anything the President or Congress
can do."

Much of the violence in the schools
can be directly attributed to the

(Coot on page 10)

Speaking as a authority,
Pinky said that he
seriously doubted the
cultural value of the soul

music that dominates the
juke boxes of the
community. Pressured by
his concer for the student
body's asthetic welfare,

Pinky requested funds be
appropriated to hire the
currently popular Tracy
City Ballet Compay, who
are currently into their

season performance of
Buford Holstein's widely

acclaimed "Buzzards in

Flight over Firey
Gizzard," or (The Tragic

Death of a Longhair).

Pinky's request raised

some turmoil among the

Complacents. One anxious

young man rose to inform
the gathering that he had
heard the performance of
Holsteins' Ballet required

the use of three"real live

buzzards and one real dead
longhair." Pinky's request

was tabled until the

committee could submit a

proposal that would
outline a plan for

minimizing the cultural

shock of having buzzard
droppings fall on the

audience. Pinky countered

with the assurance that the

bu z z ards were house

broken, but he was not

able to allay the fears of

the many cultural

enthusiasts.

Moving on to other

matters of interest, Mr.

Chuck recognized the

chairman of the
Committee on Student

Mental Hygiene. Susan

Sycophant, a former

Mousecateer, related the

results of a poll of male
freshmen taken in the

mens room at Gailer Hall

last week. On the

question, "Is your dorm
life as warm and comfy as

your home life?", 73
answered yes, 27 no. To
the question, "Does your
matron help you with

your homework?", there

was an amazing unanimous
vote of yes. Concerning
the final question of, "Do
you think the constant

level of mediocrity on

campus will keep you
from rushing into
adulthood?", 18 answered

yes, 7 no, and 75 wrote in

asking the meaning of

"mediocrity". Ms
Sycophant added that the

administration was thrilled

by the results and were
currently considering a

raise in pay for the

matrons.

The Right

(Cont. from page 3)

antagonism to busing in the Black
community as well. For example, the
National Black Political Convention
"....overwhelmingly adopted a resolution

condemning busing as a means to achieve
school integration" (Cleveland Plain

Dealer).

But the federal judges who order

busing are not concerned with the will of

the people since they are not elected by
the people and do not have to answer for

their actions at the ballot box. Political

control rests with the appointed

judges—not upon our elected officials.

As a final note, I remember well the

1972 campaign during which George

McGovem characterized forced busing as

"a necessary evil." I find it interesting

that this "evil" was not necessary for

Senator McGovem's daughter, who
attended an exclusive private school (i.e.,

all white). But even though George
McGovern might have been "right from

the start," he did not stand alone in the

mires of hypocrisy. Senators Hart,

Kennedy, Muskie, et al. all did the same
thing.

Busing has inflamed racial tensions

rather than eased them, it has lowered

educational standards rather than

improved them, and it has disrupted the

governmental balance of powers. Clearly,

the busing of little school children in

America for the sole purpose of

achieveing a mathematical abstract of a

racial balance must be stopped. Now.
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Youth Center Offers Involvement
by Greer Edwards the staff and volunteers are

willing to get involved and
The Sewanee Youth enjoy the activities

Center is one of the few ways themselves.

in which the University is

directly involved with the The Youth Center is a

community. It was great place to have a good

organized by university time with kids; even if it's

students several years ago, in only for a couple of hours a

order to provide some type week. The kids range in age

of recreation for the youth from 5 years to late teens.

of the community. The
Youth Center or Boy's Club The Youth Center needs

interested students as

serves about IP to 20 kids a volunteers. It is located at

the end of University

as hiking, touch football, Avenue, behind the Sewanee

badmitton, ping pong, pool, Market, and next to the

shuffleboard and cooking. Snow White Laundry. Come
These activities vary and are down and take a look around

successful to the extent that or contact any of the Board

of the Board of

The Dther

of the board are

Greer Edwards, Jeff Paar,

Rodney Kochtitzky, Robert

Miller, Robert Childers,

Margarat Ringland, Jean

Stuart, and Louis Martin.

One of the main problems

the Center faces is lack of

funds. The Community
Council gives us some
operating funds, but most of

the

Kochtitzky and Robert

Miller do a magnificent job

for the Youth Center in this

respect. At the present time.

plans are being made for a

letter to be sent to parents of
university students soliciting

funds and explaining what
the Youth Center hopes t'

accompLish.The hours for

the Center are as follows:

Monday—Thursday
3:30—6:00 PM

Friday 3:30-5:30
PM S a t u r-

day 2:00—5*30 PM
Evening hours for Friday

and Saturday are 7:00 to

10:00 PM.
See any of the Board

members, or come down for

an afternoon and visit. Get
involved in a worthwhile

Busing at Issue Fool
(Cont from page 9)

community leaders. When kids watch
their parents burning and destroying

school buses on the 6:00 news, surely

their sense of justice takes a beating.

Pontiac, Michigan, was the scene of some
of the most violent anti—busing

reactions yet; but when the parents left

their picket lines the schools returned to

normal. One of the most massive busing

programs was undertaken in Prince

Georges County, Maryland, the tenth

largest school system in the country.

Because of responsible, law abiding

parents ana community officials, the

busing has worked extremely well and

there has not been a single recorded
violent incident.

The issue is best described by John
Kindig, a seventh—grader in Pontiac,

Michigan, who suggested to Time
Magazine: "All these adults keep telling

us we're supposed to be against busing.

They tell each other "Burn the buses,

tear down the schools, beat up the

niggers." Who do they think they are?

We're the ones who are going to school.

I We're the ones that have to live together,

we can do it fine if they'll let us alone."

It is too bad that in our advanced
society it takes a seventh grade kid to

understand that one day we are going to

have to live together, or not at all.

(Cont from page 2)

most of the meetings since

entering the Order, and I

have voted, etc., on the

resolutions presented. But
it seems so futile. If THEY
would listen to us, perhaps

we could accomplish some-
thing. Perhaps the Mattei

principle applies.

But let us go back to

the original theme of this

editorial. Besides filling up"
space on a page of the

Sewanee Purple, an
editorial has a unique
function: to induce

THOUGHT, which is a

beautifully rare
commodity at Sewanee.
At times THOUGHT is a

curious phenomena.

Independent
THOUGHT may
accomplish two things.

First, it tends to promote
more of the same. Second,

it occasionally gets us into

trouble with the
Administration (Them).

Caution: THOUGHT
may induce neurotic
behavior.
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sports

Purple
WRESTLING

BASKETBALL

SWIMMING

Hot Tigers Trounce Ogelthorpe

by Jim Stewart
of 14 shots, Sewanee built up a

39-26 half-time lead, and
Coach Mac Petty emptied his

bench in the second half as the

probably their

The Sewanee Tigers, hitting

a blistering 59% from the field,

raced to an 80-63 win over
Oglethorpe in Atlanta Friday TiSers coasted to victory over

night for their fifth straight the tall Stormy Petrels,

triumph. Behind the 20 points Seeking to push their record

of Kenny Bohrman, who hit 10 over the
-
500 mark

'
tne Tl 8ers

now 8-10 reeled off

Ken Bohrman drives past Southwestern's Hesse

Tigers Host

Bryan Tonite

tough Bryan College at 7:30

p.m. Tonight's contest will be

the first of three remaining

games the Tigers must win to

close out the '74 college season

over 500.

Sewanee will start a line—up
they have consistently been

going with as of late which

includes Kenny Bohman at

center, Tom Piggott and Harry

Hoffman at forwards with

Eddie Krenson and JackLefler

Covenant, Maryville Georgia

and
lemphisSouthwestern

before their n

Oglethorpe, and Tuesday nigh

they should move one

closer in a rematch

tep

Bohrman, Sewanee's leading

scorer with a 16.7 average,

added 9 rebounds against

Oglethorpe. Harry Hoffman

had 10 rebounds to lead the

Tigers to a 43-22 advantage on

the boards. Boh]

team's rebound leader with i

per game, followed closely

Hoffman at 7.4.

Eddie Krenson broke out

a shooting slump against 1

Petrels, hitting 8 of 12 shots I

16 points. Hampered all seas'

by a knee injury,

fallen short of the

showed last year as a freshn

but now appears

regained his touch.

the

Friday night of

party weekend, roaring to a

95-66 verdict against Maryville.

Bohrman and Hoffman paved

the way to victory with 21 and

20 point efforts, while Tom

Piggott led Sewanee to a

sizable advantage on the boards

with 9.

Jackie Lefler's 10 foot

jumper with 9 seconds left gave

the Tigers a thrilling 55-54

Southwestern the following

night. Although Sewanee only

hit 35% from the field and 42%

from the free throw line, it was

good enough to nip the visitors

at the finish. Bohrman led the

way with 17 points, followed in

the balanced attack by
Hoffman with 12, and by
Lefler, Piggott, and Krenson
with 8 each.

The Tigers avenged an

earlier loss to Southwestern at

Memphis last Tuesday as Harry

Hoffman poured in 30 points

Hitting 12 of 18 shots, mostly

from outside, Hoffman hit the

30 point mark for
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Commentary

Tigers Stage Comeback
1973-74 basketball

the Sewanee Tigers

an end with only

lining games, two at

Pett; i

puz ball

Rote Is Superstar
by Mike Rast

Former Sewanee soccer star

Kyle Rote, Jr. has placed

himself among the elite of

American sports figures by

advancing into the February
28—29 finals of the Superstar

Competition in Rotonda, Fla.

As thousands watched on
ABC television last Sunday
afternoon, Rote, along with
none other than NFL's O.J.

Simpson, led their respective

divisions in the semi-final

action which actually ended
Tuesday, January 29, but was
pre-recorded for the Sunday
television audience.

Rote will join such sports
figures as pole-vaulter Bob
Seagren, the defending
champion, basketball players

McMillan, football stars Dick
Anderson, Franco Harris and
Simpson, and baseball players

Reggie Jackson and Pete Rose
in the competition. Rote's 52
points beat out Jackson and

Rose in his division but their

scores were nevertheless high

enough to place them in the

ripe

for first place in the event and
$100 per point. Rote's earning

topped O.J. Simpson's $14,700

who had held the previous high

earnings.

The Baseball hitting Mile

bicycle race were Rote's

strongest events and garnered

him the most points. However,
he also placed well in the

100-yd. dash and Half mile

club during much of this

Most fans became
omed all too quickly to

year's record-breaking

i of success. The Tigers

consistently play the brand of

basketball which would have

enabled them to beat such
strong opponents as Florida,

Florida Southern, and Florence

challenge of playing 11 of the

first 13 games on the road

quite naturally took its toll on
the young bail club.

The Tigers were dealt out
early in the CAC race, which
for three teams isn't really

much of a race anyway. Once
again, Sewanee had to play

both the other conference

teams on the road, and there

the championship was lost. By
the time the schedule brings

either Southwestern or Centre
to the mountain, there was no
chance to overtake the

conference leader. The Tigers

fell to Southwestern once and
Centre twice, two of the losses

by a total of seven points. The
question is now whether or not
a winning season can be
obtained. The Tigers must
battle to the wire to salvage a

winning season.

For Sewanee to have even

kind of season , a certain

amount of breaks would have
had to have come their way.

They didn't. Eddie Krenson,

the free-wheeling freshman

shooting sensation of a year

ago went down in the very first

game with a knee injury which

was to hamper him for the rest

of the year. During one stretch

he missed four games in a row.

Sewanee lost all four. Both
seniors, Jack Lefler and Ken
Bohrman have been bothered

with reocurring injuries, yet

they haven't missed a game. As
hard as Bohrman has battled

this year, and as much as he

has contributed(l6 point

average), Kenny happens to be

seven inches shorter than what
we had at center last year.

that the beach strength is not
what it was a year ago either.

Everything considered; the

demanding schedule, the early

cluster of road games, the

injuries, the defeats; the Tigers

have never been ready to call it

quits. And the players, when

discussing the early
rough-goinp are quick to tell

you that their coach has never

gotten down on them—no
matter how bad things got. A
record which at one point was
1—8 was a respectable 8—10 at

the time this went to press. An
early loss to CAC foe
Southwestern has been avenged
and the Tigers, now healthy for

a change are growling once
again and anxiously await one
last shot at Centre who beat

them twice in Danville, once

Sewanee lead.

What has been a frustrating

year for Sewanee could have
been much worse had they lost

the pride and confidence which
became a way of life to them
last year. It simply wasn't in

the cards for this year to be a

championship year. For Jack
Lefler and Kenny Bohrman,
there will be no "next year".

But they have been there once,
and that's more times than
most. For Krenson, Hoffman,
Piggott, Lemmonds and Jones
there is a next year. And a

Mike Rast

Sports Editor

Workouts Begin
by M. Holland West

With hope of improving last

season's 5 and 3 record, the

Sewanee football team has

begun preparation for the '74

Forty- four returnees from
the '73 squad are participating

in the indoor winter program
of weight lifting, agility drills,

and short sprints. Six wrestlers

will dress out for the latter part

of spring practice.

The early preparation

should not be in vain since the

Tigers will face two new and

strong opponents in '74.

Indiana Central and Trinity

will replace Washington and

the University of Chicago on
the schedule. Both teams are

extremely strong and had

improved records last season.

Also, there is a possibility of a

ninth game next season.

(Cont. on page 15)

Gymnasts Begin Season
by Cathy Ellis

The Sewanee Women's
Gymnastics Team began its

season Friday, February 8 at a
warm-up meet with Cleveland
State College. Four of last

year's team members are

returning this season: Cathy
Ellis, captain; Judy Hight,
co-captain; Sandy Sanderlin,
and Louisa Beach.
New additions to the team

are Nora Frances Stone, Pat
Kington, and Terese Tesar. The
girls will compete

and compulsory exercises in

uneven parallet bars, floor

exercise, balance beam and

With the addition of new
equipment, the team has been

able to schedule some home
meets which will be held in the

intramural gymnasium. During

these home meets, some of the

boys who work out with the

team such as Jim Graham,
David Brandon, and Talbot

Carter will perform exhibitions

on the trampoline and parallel

bars. The students are invited

meets for this season:

Feb.8-Cleveland State Coll.

(there)

Feb.16—Appalachian State

and Peabody (there)

Feb. 27-Tennessee Tech.

(Here)

March 1-MTSU
(Here)

March 6-Athens College

(There)

March 14—Peabody
(Here)

March 22-Cleveland State

(Here)

Old Cowan Road
967-0126

FRED WALKER. JR.

WRIKER
pontiac - Olds - OMC - Inc.

Special Discounts for Students on Sales and

967-4SI3
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I.M. Basketball Nears

Mid-Season
by Tom Quattlebaum

With IM basketball nearing

the halfway point, the A league

has the ATO's and the SAE's in

a battle for the top position

with the Dekes, SAE's, and

Lamba Chis in the top position

in B league. In all, in games
through Saturday afternoon

there are seven undefeated

teams in both leagues.

In A league the surprise

teams are the SAE's and Betas.

The SAE's have three wins over

Iskra, the Nus, and the Phis.

John Camp has been the

surprise player of. the league.

The key for Camp has been an

ability to score and a new
found ability to stay out of

foul trouble. The Betas are

flying high with two wins due

to balanced play and Roger
Ross. The ATO's are 3-0 also

with good balance and great

shooting from Hejna and

Watson. The KA's and the

Indys are tied at 2-1. The loss

of Doc Beam could hurt the

KA's down the stretch and an

injured thigh and football

practice will hamper the

services of Hank Rast for the

Independents. Both teams have
the talent to overcome the loss

of one player but if the Betas

and SAE's continue to play

well, someone will be left out
in the playoff struggle. The
Nus, Phis and Chops are all 1

and 2 and another loss could

; their playoff chances.

performance with 38 points in

a loss to the ATO's. The Phis

are getting about 30 points a

game from Stillwell and Glynn
but little else. The Chops may
have had their moment of

glory with an overtime victory

against Iskra.

The Delts and Iskra are

bringing up the rear. Both
teams have played well in

losing efforts. The Delts ran

into three of the league's top

teams and could do no better

than second place. Iskra with

the exception of a forfeit to

the ATO's has lost one in

overtime and another two by a

total of five points.

B league continues to prove

me wrong. The Dekes are

getting good scoring from
Smith and Logan and may just

be the team to beat. The SAE's
have a new scoring leader every

game and keep on winning.

The Chops have some good big

men and are getting good
scoring inside. Strain has been

scoring well for the Fijis.

WON LOST

TheNu nlyl ;the

John put the

hands of the Dekes. They
should be one of the six teams

to make the playoffs. The
KA's, ATO's, and Delts are all

1-2 with the Betas, Chi Psis and

Indys at 0-2. The Phis are

bringing up the rear at 0-3.

This week features the
scoring leaders of the A league.

Next week this column will

devote more space to B league

as soon as I figure out how the

league works.

ATO
SAE
BTP

PDT
LCA
DTD

DKE
SAE
LCA
Figi

ATO
DTD
BTP

A LEAGUE SCORING

LEADERS

Bingham-SN 23.7

Gregg-Isrka 20.7

Hejna-ATO 18.5

Quattlebaum-DTD 18

Ross-BTP 16.7

Camp-SAE 16

Stillwell-PDT 15

Childers-SN 14

Jenkins-SAE 14

Flynn-PDT 13.7

Valley Liquors

We are first in Cowan,

You our first concern

Just across the railroad tracks

Phone: 932-7063

Bryant Speaks

On I.M. Program
by Richard Neal

Sewanee's athletic director,

Walter Bryant, was interviewed

last week to determine his

views on the I.M. sports

program.

PURPLE: Are you pleased

with student participation as it

organization, including the

independents, with how many
members of your organization

participated in any intramural

sport. I believe it was between

75% and 80% of the entire

student body participated in

one of the twelve [sports]. We
haven't made that study this

year, but I would say that

participation is at least on the

level of past years and maybe a

little bit better. Each year I

think I say this to myself that

the enthusiasm seems to

increase. There seems to be

more enthusiasm this year than

there was last year. I'm not

disappointed, I'll say that. As
director of athletics, and please

don't interpret this as a trite

statement or trying to fool

anyboby, this is a sincere

statement; I don't have to

worry about football. You've

got Shirley Majors and four or

five other fine qualified people

who are going to worry enough

about that. Or basketball, or

right on down the line. As
director of athletics, I don't

have to concern myself with

that. The intramural program,

from the standpoint of

participation, enthusiam,

interest, how well organized it

is.... that worries me a lot more
than the varsity sports. The

of

>nty

of defin

far a

concerned.

PURPLE: What do you feel

are the outstanding points

of our program?

BRYANT: The most
outstanding point is a feature

that no one can take credit for;

we're isolated. We have to

provide something, whereas if

we were in Chattanooga,

Birmingham, or Atlanta, you

could find some things to do.

We've got to provide you with

some sort of an outlet for your

energies. Intramurals becomes

strong because of that, first, I

think. Second, because of our

natural organization. We have

ague

thl; ,il,o

strong. Plus, this department

does have a feel for the

intramural program and we're

trying to organize it to give

you the best we can.

PURPLE: Charges have been

made that the independents are

too strong because they greatly

fraternity. Have you given any

thought to this matter?

BRYANT: Yes, I can see your

point. The only rebuttal I

would have to that is that I

the overall I.M. trophy. They
seem to excell in the sports

that catch far i

thedominating

don't think we have to be

concerned with that because

they never have. When that

happens, perhaps there are

ethi.

PURPLE: Do you see the need

for any changes in our

program?
BRYANT: The framework is

set up where the students run

this through the intramural

council and if the intramural

council wants changes or the

fraternities want changes, we're

so structured that they can

bring this about through the

intramural council. I'm not

particularly opposed to change.

If any student has suggestions

and ways that they think our

intramural program can be

made better, then the avenue

for them to take to get this

done is through the council.

Mike Ledford is the president

of the council.

PURPLE: Have there been

any requests for new sports?

BRYANT: Not any that we
didn't put in. Ping Pong was

added last year. I can't think of

any time that students have

petitioned us to put something

in that we haven't responded

to. We've even tried at times,

and I've found that this doesn't

work, we've tried to initiate in

this department a sport. It

didn't work. In order to have

anything, whi
,ity ri

one, the impetus has got to be

from the students and not

from this department. That's

where things come about. If

it's a reasonable request we'll

do it. When I say reasonable

request, it has to be from what

we can offer with facilities and

what it costs to do.

(Com. on page 15)

University Market

"this is your store"

BANK OF SEWANEE

"Your Progressive Bank
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Intramural ProgramGains Praise
by Richard Neal

A survey was taken last

week in which the athletic

directors of the eleven national

fraternities on the Mountain
were asked to comment on
Sewanee's I. M. sports

program, its good points, bad
points, and any suggested

changes. Several important

observations were made from
the results.

First of all, everyone that

responded was satisfied with
the present I. M. program. The
most outstanding point of the

program, they said, is the fact

that it gives athletes of lesser

ability than the varsity level an
opportunity to participate in

certain sports. The great

variety of sports, now
numbering 13 and including

everything from football to

ping pong, was cited as another

solution to this problem,
Chuck Hill, Chi Psi A. D.,

suggested: "Perhaps one
remedy for this is to increase

the pay of referees so that

more qualified people might
become interested."

Other original comments on
various aspects of the I. M.
program appear below:

Roger Ross, Beta A.!

appearing in majority of

fraternities before the start of

certain sports. A plea was made
for better quality referees who
were familiar with all of the

vital and necessary rules of the

particular sport. As a possible

intramural program should be
held responsible to have all of

its players dressed in I. M.
shirts according to their

designated colors."

Miles Warfield, SAE A.
D—"The method of deciding

whether a former varsity

athlete can play I. M.s has to

improve. The I. M. committee
should say that either all

former varsity players can

compete or that none of them
can compete. For example, this

year during I. M. football,

several members of last year's

varsity were allowed to play

while others were not. The
same thing occurred this year

in basketball. This I. M.
committee should make rules

and stick with them, not vary

them from year to year. My
suggestion is that either they

let all former varsity athletes

play I. M. sports, or not let any
of them play until they have
sat out one year of eligibility."

Lanbda Chi A. D.-"Perhaps a

B league trophy couJd be set

up so that those fraternities

which are too small to compete
with larger ones could still have

something to work for. Also,

perhaps larger fraternities

could enter competition for

this B league as well as the A
league trophy. I would like to

see a way of choosing 'all I. M.'

players and perhaps a MVP in

each sport. Another thing

which might be implemented
could be all-star games of some
sort set up in the different

Jack Simpson, KA A.
D.—"From a competitive
standpoint I feel that the
Independents should be split

up, especially in the major
sports. I feel they have simply
too much talent to choose
from for one team alone.

Perhaps separation in the form
of dorm residence could create

Mike Blanchard, Fiji A.
D.-"The only drawback of the

program that I and my fellow

brothers see is the way the

independents participate in the

program. With the
disappearance of the
fraternity-like association of

From the IM Side:

Superstars and Such

With the arrival of Kyle
Rote as a real Superstar,
maybe it's time to
introduce a new sport on
the Sewanee scene. Give it

the format of the
Superstar competition and
give each fraternity one
representative. Let's also

make it worth one
hundred points toward the
overall trophy. The
possibilities are virtually

unlimited.

For those of us who
were around when Kyle
was a participant in IM
sports, it is slightly unreal
to see him win so easily

against other pros. I

remember Kyle as a very
good athlete , but it

would have been
interesting to see if he
would have emerged as the
top IM athlete at
Sewanee. Perhaps he
would, but it stirs my
interest and makes me
wonder who the Superstar
of Superstars would be at
Sewanee today.

While seeking a new IM
event, it might be
appropriate to consider

some changes in the
present system. The
awarding of points is one
problem. It seems odd that
a one day or two day sport
that involves no teamwork
should count for half as
much as a sport that takes
a month or a month and a
half. I would also like to
see the playoff system in

major sports maintained
but award half of the
points for regular season
and half for the playoffs.

Another possible
change would be to have a
B league trophy so that
smaller frats would be
more competitive. This
might increase interest and
involve more people. The
head official in each sport
should be someone who
knows the sport more than
superficially. Let's also set

up a board or a test for
each sport that a person
who wishes to officiate
must take. I realize that it

is hard to find officials

much less good ones, but
with the increase in
salaries, it is absurd to
have officials who are
incompetent.

One last area which
becomes a yearly
controversy is that of
varsity lettermen who quit

a sport and wish to
participate in IM's. There
is a similar problem with
freshman who are in

training for track or
swimming, but are allowed
to compete. It is perhaps
harsh to disqualify an
athlete from IM
competition, but in the
long run, it would be a

more equitable solution.

Also it would seem more
reasonable to allow
freshman who are out for

swimming or track to
compete but not for

points. Last year's track

meet was a farce with
freshman who had been in

training for several weeks
winning almost every
event. If the coaches of
these sports want their

team members to get some
practice, then fine and
good, but let's keep it at

that.

Tom Quattlebaum

independents a larger po
athletes to choose from,

more importantly defeats th

a Lee Smith, Deke A.
he D.—"We must be careful not to
of emphasize [I. M.s] too much
ut or it will become more of a

grudge match in every activity

nit than as a source of enjoyment
long for all as it should be.

College Juniors

If you have one year of

college physics, Calculus

through integral, and

interested in earning

$500.00 per month during

your senior year of college,

drop by and see LCDR Jim

Boyter, United States Navy

Student Union

March 12 & 13

9:00 AM to 3:00 PM

The Navy is also interested

in any degree for Navy

Pilot Training.

Beginning salary $10,684.56

Annually.

Call 749-5573 (days) or

824-4614 (evenings)

for information.
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Lenahan, Tigers

Eye CAC Meet
by Gordon Mathis

Saturday of Party Auburn placed first with 147
Weekend .the wrestling team

,

travelled to Marietta, Georgia,

beating the Southern Tech

team by a score of 24-15. The
following Tuesday, Sewanee
hosted Marville College, losing

by a score of 27-15. This sets

the record at 4-3.

This past weekend the

wrestling team again went on

the road, this time to Auburn,
Alabama, to participate in the

ntercollegiate

mg
Othe iber

points, UTC was second with

98 points, and Georgia Tech
was third with 72 points.

Sewanee placed eighth out of

twelve schools with 25 points.

Two wrestlers from Sewanee

placed in their respective

weight classes. Kevin Lenahan

class, with a season's record of

13-1. Steve Higgins placed

fourth in his heavyweight class.

In all, the Sewanee team
wrestled 21 matches, winning 7

of them.

Moore and Seiters view match with Southern Tech

Swimmers Win Two More
by Mike Flatt

Ke n t u cky University

University of Georgia, Georgia

Tech, the University of
Tennessee at Martin, Maryville

College, Middle Tennessee
State University, Morehead

and last,
lie most other people on
lountain were enjoying

of weekend, at Sewanee, against another type of liquid, the

water on party weekend and
recorded an easy 62—45
victory over Georgia College,

and a hard-fought 64—49 win

MTSU. The following weekend
the team travels to Danville,

Kentucky, to participate in the
CAC Tournament, held at

Center College.

Girls Sweep Austin

Emily Butler—Linda Kelman
(6-0, 6-2)

Kee Jyndall—Laura Gentry
(6-4,9-11,6-1)

Doubles:

Auerbach.Nixon—Lee, Carlson

(1-6,0-6)
Cox.Sanderson—Kelman.Gentry

(6-0, 6-2)

the .ity

Louisville.

The Tiger tankers never

trailed as they defeated

Georgia college for the second
time this

thirteen e

;on. Out of

Sewanee was
able to collect eleven first

places. Coach Ted Bitondo's

crew would have swept every

event had not Donn Beighley

Nevertheless, Beighley claimed
first place in the 200 yd.
freestyle.

26th with the first round of

competition completed Friday

night and the second played

Saturday morning, as time and

schedules permited.

The team of twelve is being
coached by Mr. David, a

former pro and present

resident of Chattanooga.

University of Georgia, Agnes

Scott College, Furman
University, and another with
Austin Peay. Dates and
locations are as yet uncertain,

but the next confrontation will

be within the next two weeks
with Austin Peay traveling here

Ginny Ennett—Patty Lee
(6-0, 6-1)

Vicky Johnson-Julie Carlson
(6-2,6-1)

Harriers Place

Fifth In Meet
by John Pope ill-preparedness, having only

had two weeks of organized

Times like JohnKevin Harper and Lee Smith practice

were bright spots in what was Pope's 4:52 in the mile, David
an otherwise dim performance Funk's 9.2 in the sixty yard

high hurdles, Nathan Horner'sby the Sewanee Track team at

the Murpheesboro Indoor

Track Meet last Friday. Harper

took second place in college

school record with a tir

9:31.8. Smith had proble

However, after finding an

pole, he vaulted thirteen

for second place.

The rest of Sew*

36.1

th a throw of thirty-nine feet

: inches, but it was only good
ough for sixth place. The top

each

MONTEAGLE SUPERMARKET
Fresh Western Beef Cut To Your Order

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEh

scored. (Smith and Harpe

performances gained Sewan
eight points—four apiece

which placed the Tigers

fifth). David Lipscomb wc

Other first place finishers ,„
Always dependable, Richard

for the Tigers included: Lee Wood and Stuart Scott were

Stockslager in the 1000 free;
'he J.gers only first place

co-caption Richard Wood in
finders; Wood took first m

the 50 free; John McCary in the 200 IM and the 200 back
the 200 IM; Randy Klose in while freshman Scott won the

both the one and three meter
j
200 fly, an evnt that ironically

dives; freshman Stuart Scott in enough, Wood holds the school

the 100 fly; Steve Larson in record.

the 500 free; Pierce Rogers in Ted Bitondo's team now is

the 200 breast, and both the in earnest preparation for the
400 medley and 400 free relay CAC swim meet, which will be
teams. held at Centre College in

On Saturday, things were Danville, Ky. on Febrary 23.

not so easy. Friday night _

partying seemed to take its toll

on student judges and timers as

the meet was delayed fifteen

minutes in getting underway.

More important, the Cardinals

of Louisville brought a very

talented group of swimmers to

Juhan Pool. .™' ena u"5 "«" "» "V""s

Although the score, 64—49, .practice is scheduled to begin,

might not indicate it, this was Concentration will be on the

probably the most evenly
otfensive attack with many

Football

matched meet of the seasor

Superior efforts by captai

Scott Bamman, co-captain

Richard Wood, Donn Beighley,

and freshman Stuart Scott led

the Tigers in evening their

record at 6—6.

Bamman claimed a first

place in the 50 free, while

Wood, swimming in whatevei

ession will conclude

full-scale controlled

scrimage game with two

opposing teams at Hardee

Field. Students and residents

of the community are urged to

attend the game, a few days

before spring break, in order to

doubt, the result of

Bryant

Witho

,
placed first i

the 200 IM as well as the 200 players in '74 will depend
back. Scott turned in an greatly on the effectiveness of

outstanding performance in the the winter conditioning

200 fly, and Beighley, a junior, program and spring

took honors in the 100 free, practice.

Pierre Rogers captured first

place in the 200 breast.

The Sewanee swimmers four

meet winning string along with

hopes of a winning season were
washed away last Saturday as

{Cont from Pa9B 13 >

Wabash College claimed a PURPLE: Is there anything

62—49 victory at Juhan Pool, else you'd like to add?

The purple tankers gave up BRYANT: I'd like to thank

seven points in the opening you for talking to me about

this particular part of our

program because this is a part

that doesn't get a whole lot of

publicity. The Purple does a

good job, but I mean, you'd

never read anything in the city

newspaper about an intramural

program. From the standpoint

importance to the individual

student I think our intramural

program is probably the most

important of the three parts of

our program; varsity, physical

education, and intramurals.

The team

Pierre Rogers, Richard Wood,
and Scott Bamman finished

only three tenths of a second

behind the Wabash quartet. As

it this was not disheartening

enough, Wabash's Dan Scheerer

followed the relay wit

breaking performance

1000 relay. Sewanee v

able to regain the mo
as they concluded th>
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Sewanee Strives To Save Energy

the

of the

Mountain. Some of these

measures have already taken

effect; others remain in the

planning stage.-

The Community Council's

Energy Crisis Committee has

issued guidelines for saving

energy. Included in these

guidelines and now in use is a

car pool for cars going off the

Dm go in

Cha
Nashville, Tullahon

asked to call in and volunt

to take riders. Telphone

ogo,

pool coordinator is Mrs. James
Samuels, 598—0480. Those
needing rides can also call this

number and give Mrs. Samuels
the date, time, destination, and
place of departure. This is a

free, voluntary service. The
Energy Crisis Committee urges

everyone to utilize the car pool

when leaving the Mountain,
and to try to cut down on
unnecessary driving whenever
possible.

Mr. Tom Lotti, Director of

Auxiliary Services, has an

"energy watchman" who turns

off unneeded lights in

night. Students could help

greatly by turning off dorm
room lights when they are not

being used. Mr. Lotti is also

working with Saga to conserve

energy in the operation of the

The Vice—Chancellor has

energy—conserving suggestions

to faculty and staff members.
The list includes lowering

thermostat settings, turning off

every other light in dorm halls,

and using lower—wattage light

bulbs whereve*- possible.

Two Gownsmen plan to

present a proposal to the next

OG meeting which could

conserve quite a bit of gasoline.

Dee Wood'oery and Alan
Hopkins will suggest that, on
voluntary basis, cars should not

be driven within the central

(for ins

Benedic

(say fr<

The Energy Crisis
Committee and the Duck River

Electric Corporation are

investigating the possibility of

eliminating some of the

outdoor lighting now
illuminating the streets of

Sewanee. Though this

proposed action is still very

tentative, it is hoped that the
present number of street lights

can be reduced without a loss

of safety and convenience.

Anyone who has suggestions

on how to conserve energy can
contact Mrs. Sarah Ham,
chairman of the Energy Crisis

Committee; Mr. Lotti, who is

on the Committee; or John
Mask, the student committee
member.

Gloria and Jim Pearson

thank you Sewanee friends

for the airplane ticket to

South Dakota. Baby Julian

Seth arrived Dec. 23. It was a

very blessed Christmas.

Admissions Found Lacking

Growth and
composition are two
considerations which
concern all major
institutions, including the
University of the South.

In the recent disclosure

by the director of

admissions that qualified

female applicants are being

denied admittance to the

University in order to

meet an arbitrarily
established ratio, these

considerations rose to

positions of importance.

Counseling

Associated Alumni will present

a counseling program on the

teaching profession.

Six Sewanee alumni in the

teaching profession will be in

Sewanee on Thursday and
Friday, February 21 and 22, to

talk with students interested in

secondary education. The
program known as Alumni
Career Counseling begins with
an informal beer and pretzels

at 5 PM on Thursday at which
student hosts will make
individual appointments with
the alumni for Friday morning.

All phases of secondary

administration, teaching and
coaching in both public and
private schools, will be
featured. All students are

welcome to participate.

Attending the session will

be: Blackburn Hughes,
Porter-Gaud School in
Charleston; Richard L. Dargan,
Spartanburg High School,

Spartanburg, South Carolina;

Douglas Dalton, Memphis
University School, Memphis;
James P. Eskew, Castle Heights
Academy, Lebanon, Tennessee;
Michael Bewers, Darlington

School, Rome, Georgia; and
The Rev. William S. Wade, St.

Paul's School, Concord, New
Hampshire.

Since its arrival in the

fall of 1969, the fairer sex
has begun to find its place
in all activities of Sewanee.
But now the question
seems to be one of
academics versus heritage.

In the spring of 1968 by
choosing the number, 750,
as the minimum number
of males after the
acceptance of female
students, the Board of
Regents hoped to be able

to offer coeducation
within a university of male'
dominance and yet retain

some of the all-male

heritage.

Presently there is a lack

of the well qualified male
student applying.

The source of blame for

this problem might be a

general trend across the

nation away from the

liberal arts education. The
more likely cause seems to

be a failing on the part of

the admissions office's

endeavors to attract the

type of students who are

well qualified and well
suited for Sewanee.

The University of the

South has always prided
itself on the high quality

education which it has to
offer in the College of Arts
and Sciences. If it is to

continue to retain its fine

academic standing (or

regain what it has lost)

either a change of the male
to female ratio or a change
in its admission policy is

going to be necessary.

By changing the ratio

the University would be in

the predicament which the

Board of Regents was
trying to avoid, when it

established the ratio

originally.

It seems that the time
has come for a
restructuring of the
admissions office's
approach when recruiting

high school seniors.

Brad Berg

Thursday is family night

Wednesday is student night

Pub Happy Hours

Tuesday before Study Day and Friday

4 P.M. -6:30 P.M.

SEWANEE SOUND
WUTS-88.1 FM

Monday-Friday

7:30 AM-1 :00PM
1:00-1:15

1:15-5:00

5:00-7:00

7:00-7:15

7:15-8:00

8:00-12:00

12:00-2:00 AM

Morning Show-Popular Music

news, sports, and stock market report

featuring national and local news

Popular Music

Best in Classical Music

Evening News, Sports, and Stock Market

report, featuring national and local events

Feature Shows (see below)

Popular-Progressive Music

Late Evening Music

Saturday

7:30AM-2:OOPM Popular Music

Sunday

8:00 AM-2:00 PM
2:00-5:00

5:00-8:00

8:00-9:00

Popular Music

Best in Opera

Jazz Hours

"Firing Line" with William Buckley,

National Public Radio

WUTS Feature Shows

1974

9-12 midnight

7:30-9:30

10:00

Monday

Soul Music with Billy Joe Shelton

Tuesday

Country-Bluegrass Music Show with

Bud Sutherland

Radio Classics, featuring "The Shadow,"

"Green Hornet"

7:45-8:45

10:00

Wednesday

"Options," National Public Radio

Album of the Week

7:45-8:15

Thursday

"Issues on the Mountain," with

prominent Sewanee leaders

10:00-10:30 PM
9:00-12:00 PM

Friday

Radio Classics

Jazz Show with Kemper Brown

2-5:00 PM
5-8:00

Sunday

Best in Opera with Mike Harrison

Jazz Show with Alice Parker

•*
Request Line 598-5912 **


